ANM Insights - Assessment

Cisco UCS Health Check
In today’s fast-moving environment, keeping your major systems resilient, efficient, and secure can mean the
difference between staying ahead of problems or becoming a victim to them. ANM Insights is designed to
assess and identify potential problems in a proactive manner. Gain Insights from ANM’s collective engineering
experience and tool sets to help you make the most out of (and the least pain from!) your environment.

Solution Overview
ANM Insights: Cisco UCS Health Check provides a
technical assessment of your UCS server infrastructure
and is designed to identify configuration, security,
performance, and availability problems before they
might affect your critical operations. ANM will assess
your environment through a combination of interactive
discussions, tool-based data collection and systems
review by an ANM data center expert.
This health check assessment of your Cisco UCS

WHAT SETS US APART

infrastructure includes a review of the following areas:
›

UCS Inventory & Lifecycle

›

Physical Configuration

›

Management Environment

›

Firmware & Software Levels

›

Server Profile Configuration

›

Networking environment utilized by the UCS
infrastructure

›

Storage environment utilized by the UCS
infrastructure

›

VMware environment configuration running on UCS
infrastructure

›

ANM is one of the top data center infrastructure
providers in the country with a long history of
expertise in Cisco UCS, VMware, networking
and data center operations. Our team takes an
engineering led approach to problem solving,
highlighted by our 6:1 engineering to sales ratio.

›

Specific to UCS, ANM is one of a select group of
Master Certified Data Center partners with Cisco.
This requires not just engineering certifications
but specific validated customer engagements and
support.

›

Unlike many other solution providers, our goal
is to proactively identify areas of opportunity in
your environment via assessment, as opposed to
starting with a product searching for a problem.

Deliverables of the Cisco UCS Health Check includes
documentation of the gaps found and corresponding
remediation recommendations. This includes pain
points around utilization, security, and alignment with

FOLLOW-ON SERVICES

best practices. Finally, an architecture planning section
will highlight management opportunities and long term
roadmap suggestions.

PULL QUOTE?

›

ANM has several in-depth follow-on advisory
services that address a broad range of challenges
across the entire data center, cloud, and security
technology ecosystems. Whether you are planning
a cloud migration, disaster recovery strategy, data
center consolidation or move, ANM can help guide
you through the complexities of planning and
rollout.
We’d love to hear from you.
(866) 527-8822

info@anm.com

anm.com

